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ABSTRACT
Nowadays ink-jet printing technologies present a digitized printout of documents. Due to digital technology inkjet printing enables the
production of any kind of images and between images - as an Analog printing process such as printing press does. The pressure waves in
nozzle inlet are inflicted in this work for discussing the effects of pressure function on the dropped ejecting. Usually, the contractual and
formal inkjet printing applied thermal (Piezo-activator) for generating droplets. But the electrostatic inkjet is most conventional
compared to other methods. This work presents the basic approach to the modeling and simulation of the mechanism as well as how the
comparison will be made with experimental data obtained at INT.
Keywords: inkjet printing, digitized printout, ejection of a droplet.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the inkjet technology has been developed rapidly
and investigated based on some physical phenomenon such as
Piezoelectric-driven [1], actuating pressure [2], temperature and
thermal bubble, electrostatic induced [3] and viscosity. These kind
technologies have been developed from formal image printing to
advanced technologies, as solar cells [4], Solder-Jet technology
[5], sensors [6], color filter in flat panel display [7], Nano-powder
suspension patterning [8] and various material processes [9].
Generally, inkjet printing technology is based on thermally or
mechanically pushing out the liquids in the chamber through a
nozzle via several actuators [10]. For ejecting a suitable droplet,
various actuation method has been used which the thermal,
pressure and piezoelectric actuation technologies commercially,
are most important compared to other methods. Although
economically, the thermal actuation is a general technique in this
technology, the high temperature could damage the conductive
nanoparticles dispersed in the inks [10]. Hence, the Piezoelectricdriven and actuating pressure considered to be favorable for the
inkjet printing technology. Currently, conductive inkjet silver ink
is used for investigating the drop micro pattern characteristic due
to easy electrostatic induced inkjet printing in industrial compared
to conventional technologies.
Obviously, developing manufacturing systems is being driven by
those mentioned actuating, reductions in costs considering the
environmental impact and automation. However, due to the
restricted option of solutions, it is usually constructed by thin film
deposition with the evaporation process through lithography which
the processes are very intricate and expensive. Massive advantages
can be obtained with using organic light emitting materials that
can be deposited directly by inkjet printing methods. The polymer
light emitting diodes (PLED) are by deposition through spin

coating which is exclusive in manufacturing of single color. Via
using inkjet printing technology, it is possible to deposit tiny
pixels of red, green and blue elements for manufacturing the color
filters with high resolution and low cost with simple processing
[11,12]. Among the above mentioned systems, the actuations by
piezoelectric and thermal bubble methods are most popular for the
commercial inkjet printer. The ejection of liquid droplets through
the nozzle is induced either by the displacement of a piezoelectric
membrane that is matched with the liquid or by the formation of a
vapor bubble in the ink via the heating of the non- inductive
membrane. Due to the dispensing of polymer and liquid metals the
unnecessary vaporization in the fluid section is an important
advantage of piezoelectric inkjet printing. It is very favorable to
have a prediction on how the liquid droplet is formed, ejected, and
impacted on the substrate in a piezoelectric inkjet printing device
for increasing the printing quality which is completely related to
that of the ejected droplet. Therefore, with the simulating of these
items, it is then feasible for controlling droplet size, droplet
stability, via suitable designing of these kind instrument and fluids
selection with such physical properties.
By this work Recently, the inkjet technology has been developed
rapidly and investigated based on some physical phenomenon
such as Piezoelectric-driven [1], actuating pressure [2],
temperature and thermal bubble, electrostatic induced [3] and
viscosity. These kind technologies have been developed from
formal image printing to advanced technologies, as solar cells [4],
Solder-Jet technology [5], sensors [6], color filter in flat panel
display [7], Nano-powder suspension patterning [8] and various
material processes [9]. Generally, inkjet printing technology is
based on thermally or mechanically pushing out the liquids in the
chamber through a nozzle via several actuators [10]. For ejecting a
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suitable droplet, various actuations method has been used which
the thermal, pressure and piezoelectric actuation technologies
commercially, are most important compared to other methods.
Although economically, the thermal actuation is a general
technique in this technology, the high temperature could damage
the conductive Nano-particles dispersed in the inks [10]. Hence,
the Piezoelectric-driven and actuating pressure considered to be
favorable for the inkjet printing technology. Currently, conductive
inkjet silver ink is used for investigating the drop micro pattern
characteristic due to easy electrostatic induced inkjet printing in
industrial compared to conventional technologies.
By this work and based on physical phenomena in the ejection of a
droplet, we have considered two important points in our
simulation of the inkjet process, one how droplet is organized and
second how droplet is impinged onto the layer.
For answering to these two points previous studies were
accomplished for understanding the formation of a droplet by
either bubbling or electro-static method. Initially, Bogy et al [13]
investigated a model for calculating the temporary solution for the
velocity and shape changing in a semi-infinite liquid pillar under
the effects of periodic micro- perturbation of velocity at the
nozzle. They presented a simultaneous finite difference solution of
the nonlinear “Cosserat” Theory” fluid jet equations for a semiinfinite jet emanating from a circular nozzle. They exhibited in a
low viscosity the jet breaks up into main drops of twice the nozzle
diameter. In further works, Fromm et al. [14] simulated the
shaping progress of ejected droplets via a driving pressure at the
outlet of the nozzle while Asai [15] investigated a threedimensional finite difference algorithm for solving “NavierStokes” equation to predict the drop ejection in a bubble jet
printer. Chen et al. [16] designed and simulated a fluid dynamics
simulation system for prediction the arc position with time inside
an inkjet print head during the infusion and ejection stages. There
has been no study on the simulation for the formation of a droplet
with the actuation of piezoelectric-induced and thermal bubble
based on a statically approach which has been investigated by this
work.
1.1. Navier-Stokes Equation.
Navier–Stokes equations [17] are useful because they explain the
non-classical physics of many phenomena of scientific and
engineering research. They can be used to model and analyses the
statically data of a weak flow in a pipe or drop ejection in a bubble
jet printer. The solution of λ the Navier–Stokes equations is based
on a flow velocity. Once the velocity situation is calculated other
physical data, such as pressure or temperature, can be found
through additional related equations. Studying velocity instead of
position (which is used in classical mechanics) makes more sense
for a fluid [18].
The Navier–Stokes momentum equation can be derived as a
particular form of the Cauchy momentum equation, whose general

inks which are used in some inkjet printing for diluting the
polymer solution in water. This equation can be rewritten in view
point of a comprisable flow or compressible momentum Navier–
(
)
Stokes equation through Cauchy stress tensor as:
(2), which “I” is the identity tensor and
is the rate of
expansion flow and the trace of the stress tensor in three
dimensions is shown as: Trace ( )= (3 + 2 ) (3). From the

convective form is

The equations 9&10 describe the two dimensional of stream
functions, where density unit ( ) is kgM-3 and viscosity ( ) is
Pascal second, meanwhile the unit of velocity “u” and Pressure
( ) are m.s-1 and Pascal respectively. In addition
and
are
the acceleration components due to gravity in y- and x-directions.

(1) where,

is

mathematical derivative, is density, P is pressure, u is the flow
velocity, “t” is time and is the stress tensor with order two this
equation of momentum is important for simulating the dye-based

equations 2&3 second viscosity can be defined as: ζ

(4).

Both dynamic viscosity ( ) and second viscosity (ζ) must be
constant; usually both dynamic and second viscosities are related
to the density. Although the viscosity is expressed through
pressure, incompressible flows it would be interpreted by
temperature [19]. Since the divergence of u & ( u)T tensors
are 2u & [ ( ·u) (known as Lamb Vector)] respectively, the
most general Navier–Stokes momentum equation can be written
̅
as:
(
)
(5). It is notable the
volume viscosity “ζ” is a mechanical pressure and is not equal to
a thermodynamic pressure which can be defined as ̅
(6). To formulate the incompressible momentum Navier–Stokes
equation it might be considered the Stokes' stress constitutive
equation as
where the rate-of-strain tensor is:
( ) )
(
then the Stokes's stress constitutive
equation which only used for incompressible viscous fluids, is
( ) )
yielded as
(
(7). Here the Dynamic
viscosity μ might not be constant due to depending on density and
also on pressure. Due to zero value for
in an
incompressible fluid, the incompressible momentum Navier–
Stokes equation can be rewritten as:

(

)

(8) which
is kinematic viscosity [20]. There
are five parts in the equation 8 (from left two rights) which
indicate in terms of variation ( ), conviction(

) ), diffusion

(
) , internal source (
) and external source ( )
respectively. The vector Laplacian “μ 2u” is the difference
between the velocity at a point and the mean velocity in a small
surrounding volume (it is an important physical parameter for
inkjet printing) while this parameter implies the diffusion of
momentum. So the incompressible Navier–Stokes equation leads
to a vector diffusion which is named “Stokes equations”, therefore
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations are related to the series
equation of convection-diffusion [19-21]. Vector operators are
defined in terms of Del, including the gradient ( ) , divergence
( ), and Curl (
). Using the curl of the Navier–Stokes equation
yields a term in the removing of pressure. By assuming
the
equation can be written as: (
(
(

)

)

(9)
)

(

)

(10).
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With defining a new parameter as stream function
which is a
definition for Incompressible flows in two dimensions as :{
,
flow is:

} and the conservation of mass for incompressible
(11)

1.2. Governing equations for polymers.
Diluted Polymers solutions in water are important inks for inkjet
printing and their viscosities are the weakest parameter.
Consequently it can be approximated through Newtonian fluids
with suitable constant viscosities. Therefore these solvent inks are
also incompressible fluid. Based on the Navier-Stokes (eq. 10), the
velocities are constrained via the conservation of mass equation,
which, for can be written as an incompressible flow ⃗
. The
decisive difficulties in simulation free surfaces flow is the
estimating the location of free surfaces of the fluids and handling
these free surfaces in view point of boundaries conditions. By the
present work, the VOF (volume-of the Fluids) using Nichols and
Hirt method [22] is applied for representing the fluids of polymers
amplitudes for any further tracking and evolution of those
boundaries. By the VOF, the function F(x, y, z, t) is defined for
computing the volume fraction of polymer liquids in the particular
cells. F=1 means the cell is completely full of liquids and F in F=0
cell is full of the gas without liquids. For any variable between 0
and 1, there are both liquids and gases with the interfaces.
1.3. Treatments for the free surface flow.
F is defined as equation:
(⃗⃗⃗⃗ )
(12). By solving this
equation, F is soon smeared due to numerical diffusion and
interfaces are no longer sharp. In addition, liquids volumes may
not be conserved perfectly so, might be treated via other
approaches.
Several techniques have been illustrated for
maintaining of a suitable definition for interfaces of volume
fraction frameworks. Simple Line Interface Calculation or SLIC
method investigated for dealing these situations of interfaces [23].
The SLIC interfaces demonstration is very harsh including many
problems, especially when fewer deformations were involved.
Another method is known as “Piecewise Linear Interface
Calculation” or PLIC that has been investigated by Young [24],
which yields an efficient refinement to the SLIC .The straight line

is estimated through the liquid volumes in particular cells and also
the adjacent cells. The PLIC method can be matched with the
VOF method for any further advanced studies. As soon as the
interfaces are combined or recombined, their motion via the
velocities fields must be modeled through and an appropriate
algorithm by either an Eulerian or a Lagrangian formula.
Lagrangian computes directly the motion of the interfaces and also
is matched in for further discussion. Consequently by the
displacements of the planes, the F can be calculated through three
steps. (1); constructs or reconstructs interfaces sheets. (2); solving
the velocities equations. (3); updating F. Then for all
determination of “F”, a normal direction to the interfaces must be
calculated for each surface’s cell by ⃗
and then
̂
(13) where
is a planer constant; is a position vector and ̂
is unit normalized vector. The mines sign explain the direction of
the unit vector points towards the air. For the step 2, the flow
fields (
) at time steps of (t + ) is confirmed and for
cell faces including velocities of the
,
approximate
thickness of
, is transported from the upstream to
the downstream of cells during
. The volume transported of
the liquids inside the layer, Vadv, is calculated through using
reconstructed interfaces of Step1 (old time, t). For each cell, three
contributions
can be calculated which the first and
second item represent the volume fluxes, which enter the (i-1, j, k)
and (i+1, j, k) cells, respectively, and the third item is the
remained fluid volume in the (I, j, k) cell. The three volumes are
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure1. Calculation of the volume fluxes during one fractional step

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Surface tension consideration for droplet.
The Fig.2 shows the surface curvature of a tiny and differential
piece of a droplet surface under the equation of the Young–
Laplace equation [24, 25]. Plateau-Rayleigh instability is a basic
interpretation in continuous ink-jet printing process and is purely
consequence of surface tension. The equation

(

) is

based on young-Laplace equation where is tension surface and R
is radius of the drop in two direction of x and y. In order to
calculate the amount of surface tension into a special boundary the
Navier-Stokes equations at the interfaces must be used.
The surface tensions of different liquids are listed in Table 1. In a
cylinder of liquid (Fig.3) there are two distinctive radii of
curvature, which make differences in hydrostatic pressure - radius

of the jet itself R1 and radius of curvature of the perturbation R2.
The total equation is;
( ) , where
is the
radius of the unperturbed stream of the axisymmetric jet (R1) and
is the amplitude of the perturbation (R2) and Z is distance
along the axis of the stream while k is the wave number. Radius of
the jet is always positive, so the pressure will be increase. The
radius of curvature can also be negative, consequently decreasing
the pressure completely in the region where radius of the jet is
smaller. Via a Fourier’s transformation, these kind perturbation
can be change into sinusoidal functions as
(

)where

is small than

, and

where

is the

perturbation wave length. Perturbation amplitude is increasing
until the drop finally pinches off from the stream of the jet. The
most important property of jet breakup is satellite droplets which
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are related between two steps of the string of liquids and starting
to become drops. For estimating of these important points, one
way is nonlinear analysis using a full numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equation. The second alternative method is using a
one-dimensional approximation to the jet equations [26].
Contact angle is one of the main subjects for a perfect simulation
in a model of inkjet printing which is related to the surface of any
liquids with an interface between those liquids and some other
connectors. Obviously surface tension, is not alone property by
itself, actually is a property of the liquid's interface with various
connecters. For a container as a connector, there is also an
interface between the liquid and the walls of the container.

we have simulated the type of perturbation using several physical
properties of the ink such as Piezoelectric-driven, actuating
pressure, temperature (thermal bubble), electrostatic induced and
viscosity. In our simulation we assumed the disturbance is
depended to perturbation in radius, mechanical perturbation
(piezoelectric) and thermal perturbation though, all mentioned
methods finally lead to a perturbation in radius. It is notable that
the amplitude of initial perturbation which we have used in our
analysis now becomes just a proxy quantity that describes gross
effect of nozzle setup and perturbation mechanism on the jet
breakup (Fig.4).
Table1. Some liquid-solid angle [29]
Liquid
solid
Contact
angle
Fused quartz
0
Water
Fused quartz
0
Ethanol
Fused quartz
0
Diethyl ether
Fused quartz
0
Acetic acid
silver
90
water
Fused quartz
33
Methyl iodide
Soda-lime glass
140
Mercury

Figure2. Surface tension acting on a differential piece of Surface,
and
are the values of bending. Balancing the tension forces with
pressure leads to The Young–Laplace equation

It is notable the surface tension between air and liquids is larger
than its surface tension with the walls of a container [27, 28].
Based on this interpretation
is defined as a contact angle
between two places of surfaces media and liquids and calculated
through vertical (Fv) and horizontal (Fh ) forces (Fig.2) & Tables
1&2 [29]. Tension forces are shown for the liquid–air interface,
the liquid–solid interface, and the solid–air interface.

Figure3. Intermediate step of a jet breaking into droplets, Equation for
the radius of the stream
( ), where
is the radius of
the unperturbed stream of the Axisymmetric Jet (R1) and
is the
amplitude of the Perturbation (R2) and Z is distance along the axis Of the
stream while k is the wave number .

2.2. Continuous ink-jet and drop-on-demand.
Based the above equations and theoretical discussion, generally,
ink-jet printing might be divided in two points of one, “continuous
ink-jet approach”. And second “drop-on-demand”. The first item
just described the mechanism of breaking up a jet’s liquid into the
droplets through perturbation due to nozzle designing. In this work

Table2. Surface tension of various liquids in dyncm-1 against air [29]
Liquid
T o C Surface
tension
0
Water
75.64
25
Water
71.97
50
Water
67.91
20
Ethanol
22.27
25
Ethanol (40%) + Water
29.63
25
Ethanol (11.1%) + Water
46.03
20
Glycerol
63
20
n-Hexane
18.4
20
Hydrochloric acid 17.7M
65.95
aqueous solution
20
Isopropanol
21.7
-196
Liquid Nitrogen
8.85
20
Acetic acid
27.6
30
Acetic acid (40.1%) + Water
40.68
30
Acetic acid (10.0%) + Water
54.56
20
Acetone
23.7
20
Diethyl ether
17.0
20
Methanol
22.6
20
n-Octane
21.8
Sodium
chloride
6.0M 20
82.55
aqueous solution
20
Sucrose (55%) + water
76.45
15
Mercury
487

3. RESULTS
The dimension of geometry is drawn in Fig. 4 with the
related sizes depicted. The nozzle exit is 30
m in
diameter. The nozzle interval to the substrate is 750 m including
deionized H2O as ink with surface tension in table 1 (75.64
dyncm-1 against air). Due to the densities and viscosities of the
environmental gas are enough small compared to the liquid, there

is less effect on this modelling. The maximum velocity is 10 m/s
while the Reynolds number is around 300. The origin of operation
of the piezoelectric inkjets print heading is based on the acoustic
wave theories. The electrical induced piezoelectric condense the
inks in connection with the converter, making an acoustic
pressure pulses. Pressure pulses affect the fluid towards bottom
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of the nozzle which can be changed through using several
voltages. The experimental results of the droplets ejection caused
via double voltages pulses might be discussed through the
diffusion of acoustic pressure [30-43]. In a positive pressure, the
arc at the nozzle is created and in other hand, the ejected droplet is
disconnected from the nozzle in a negative pressure [44-50].

Usually, the contractual and formal inkjet printing applied thermal
(Piezo-activator) for generating the droplets. But the electrostatic
inkjet is most conventional compared to other methods. The
fundamental configuration and model of the electrostatic inkjet
scheme along with the forces during the droplet are shown in Fig.6
for any further studies.

Figure 4. a schematic diagram of the inkjet print-head showing the nozzle
configuration and dimensions of the simulated system.
(a)

The pressure waves in nozzle inlet are inflicted in this work for
discussing the effects of pressure function on the dropped ejecting.
The (+) amount of pressures are inflicted between 0 and t1 and the
negative amount is inflicted during t1 to tn. The breakings up of
those droplets are completely observed in the range of t1 to tn. No
more pressure is used after tn and the pressure pulses data have
been tested in these fields, operating time and accelerated rate
(Fig.5).

(b)

Figure6. (a) General Schematic of Electrostatic inkjet printing
With Forces acting on the ink at the tip of the nozzle
(b) Real setup of the optical bench at INT for characterisation
and simulation of the inkjet process
Figure5. Pressure-time relations at nozzle inlet.
3.1. Electrostatic ink-jetting

4. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays ink-jet printing technologies present a
digitized printout of documents. Due to digital technology inkjet
printing enables the production of any kind of images and between
images as analogy printing processes such as printing press does.
DOD technologies have been pushed for its boundaries via h fullcolour print speeds which this technology still has a lot of room
for development. During a liquid ink droplet contacts the surface
of a paper, it tends to spread along paper fibre lines as well as

penetrating into paper pores. The spreading of ink droplets on
paper could be too irregular to maintain the resolution required.
The penetration of ink into the paper is usually too slow to absorb
multiple ink drops on the same spot within very short time
intervals. Poor colour image quality is due to ink inter colour
mixing and surface flows of ink driven by pressure differences
(due to differences in liquid film thickness) or by Marangoni flows
(due to the presence of a gradient in surface tension).
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